THE DOMA EXPERIENCE 8.0
We created the DX platform with ease of use, scalability, and
configurable functionality in mind. It can be rapidly deployed
and seamlessly integrated into current business processes.
Learn more: DOMAonline.com/DXSoftware
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DIGITIZE YOUR WORKFLOW WITH DX8
We call our content services platform the DOMA Experience
(DX) because it is designed to completely change the way you
interact with your information. Our robust platform is paired with
an elegantly designed user interface to improve your workflow.
DX is not your typical legacy software product, its a highly
configurable, cloud based portal that is consistently evolving
through innovation and new features.
DOMA is excited to announce the next chapter in our DX development lifecycle - the launch of DX 8.0. This launch is paired with
a new customer interaction strategy. We will be enhancing our
support resources, providing better advanced notice of development updates and feature changes, and reaching out more
consistently to get customer feedback on how we can improve
the software with your unique needs in mind.
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All the Features You Know
and Love, just Improved.
Innovation is one of DOMA’s core values and our software is evidence of our commitment to delivering a cutting-edge product.
Some of the DX tools that help us deliver our secure technology
solutions to both federal and commercial customers include:

•
•
•
•

Highly Secure
Reporting & Analytics
DOMA Imaging Application
(DIA)
Dynamic Forms Using Word

•
•
•
•
•

Backend Processing
OCR Full Text Search
Rest API Integration
Outlook Plugin
Multi-Document Merge

WHAT’S NEW WITH DX8
The DOMA Experience 8.0 is set to be our
most exciting update since the initial launch of
the DX software platform. A complete visual
overhaul means the software is more intuitive
and engaging. With new, expanding menus and
workflow integrations you’ll soon see that the DOMA
Experience is more powerful than ever. Some of our
new and improved features include:
•
•
•
•
•

“

A Dynamic, New Visual Interface
Easy-to-Use Outlook Email Plug-In
Faster Performance and Load Times
508 Standard Compliance
Help Desk Integration & Update Notifications

We are excited about the
new user interface; it was redesigned from scratch to be
more responsive in order to
achieve better performance.
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DX 8 FEATURE BREAKDOWN
The DOMA Experience is a highly secure software platorm
with a robust collection of tools that can be configured to
fit your unique workflow needs.
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Learn more: DOMAonline.com/DXSoftware

WHAT CAN DX DO FOR YOU?
DX is powerful because it’s adaptable. With DOMA’s software platform
you’ll have an amazing toolkit right at your fingertips, and because it’s
hosted in the Amazon Web Services (AWS) Cloud you can access it
anytime, anywhere.
From initial ingestion of physical and digital source material to back
end analytics and reporting, DOMA’s software is scalable and configurable, leveraging the power of the Cloud environment. Our REST API
capability fully integrates this DOMA solution with existing software
applications to maximize productivity.
The DOMA DX Cloud Software Platform gives you the flexibility to
define business process automation applications for your entire organization. Our Software Development Team makes the configuration
process seamless by connecting multiple workflows so different teams
can share, access, and deploy your organization’s data quickly.

DX8 UPDATES BASED
ON USER FEEDBACK
REFRESHED INTERFACE
•
•
•
•

INTUITIVE MENU CONTROLS
•

•

When Technology & People Work
Together, Business Runs Better.

A Dynamic New Visual Interface with modernized icons applied across the entire platform
Users can now hide icons on the search grid that
they don’t need (e.g. Journal or Print icons)
New folder tree when moving folders
Google Charts now used for Dashboard widgets,
allowing for real time data snapshots

Main tabs (Dashboard, Admin, Config, Reports)
have their respective sections appear when hovered over (Audit Reports, Custom Reports, etc.)
The side menu is now collapsible to allow for
additional workspace

ENHANCED USER EXPERIENCE
•

•
•
•

Advanced Search will now function across multiple document types, allowing you to locate items
more rapidly
“Jump-to-Page” function for multi-page result lists
Header bar is now pinned to the top of the page
Shorter Load Times and Faster Performance

NEW SUPPORT FOR
ELECTRONIC DOCUMENTS
•

When adding electronic documents through the
UI, you are able to view and/or merge the images
prior to upload
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Don’t get stuck with an inefficient legacy software. With DOMA DX we
use a transaction based pricing model that is not only affordable but
doesn’t require the purchase of individual user licenses.

